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=======

We acknowledge that in the published work \[[@CR1]\], we presented some of the data that was previously published by the Turkish Medical Association as a report in Turkish language \[[@CR2]\] and inadvertently failed to include this paper in the reference list. We would like to clarify that the Turkish Medical Association has allowed us to reuse the data, tables and figures presented in that reports under Creative Commons Attribution License. Additionally, we would like to clarify some of the discrepancies between the BMC Family Practice manuscript \[[@CR1]\] and our previous report \[[@CR2]\]. The first point is the difference in the number of questions represented in the report (14 questions) and in the article (8 questions). The report \[[@CR2]\] is on a comprehensive project and in addition to all structural and functional elements of family medicine model it includes data on the working conditions of the primary care workers, whereas the content of the article \[[@CR1]\] is limited with the core functions of the primary care. The second point is on the number of Family Health Workers. In the report \[[@CR2]\] we have noted that 40 Family Health Workers and 4 midwives, who were working in small health setting in rural areas, participated in the study. In the article \[[@CR1]\], considering that these midwives working in rural areas do not have any important difference from the Family Health Workers regarding their function and experiences, their number (4 midwives) was added to the number of Family Health Workers. We apologize for any inconvenience caused.

The online version of the original article can be found under doi:10.1186/1471-2296-15-38.
